Pat and Pip

This is Pat.

This is Pip.

Pip sips at the tap.

Pat pats Pip.

Pip spits at Pat!
The ant

Pat naps.

An ant nips Pat.

Pip spits at the ant.

The ant nips in a tin.

Is the ant in the pan?

The ant is in the tin.

Pat tips the tin that the ant is in.

Pip spits at the ant.

I can read.
Pat and Pip act

Pip is Pat’s cat.

Pat can act.

Pip acts.

Pat acts in a cap.

Pip acts in a cap.

Pat acts in pants.

Pip acts in pants.

The ant nips in the pants.

Pip spits!

I can read.
Pat and Pip skip

Pat can skip.

Pip skips.

Pat can skid.

Pip skids...

Pat skids... *!*@??!

Pip can kiss Pat.

Pat and Pip kip in the tip.

I can read.
Pat packs

Pat picks a sack.

Pat packs the sack.

Pat sticks tins in the sack.

Pip nips in the sack.

Pip kips in the sack.

The ant nips in the sack...

I can read.
In the tent

Pat packs pens in the sack.
Pip scans the pens.

Pip nips in the sack and snaps a pen.
Pip is sent into the tent.

Pat is in the tent.
Pat and Pip kip in the tent.

In nips the ant...

Ten ants nip in the tent!

I can read.
The hen

This hen is Henni Penni.

The hen pecks at the sticks.

Henni Penni scans the ants.

The hen pecks at the ants in the tent.

Pip spits at the ants.

Pip hisses at the hen.

Pat pets Henni Penni.

Can Henni Penni be Pat’s pet?

I can read.
The rats

Rats!
The rats strip the sticks.
Then, the rats nip in Pat’s sack.
The rats rip the sack and tip the tin cans.

Pat sets a trap.
Pat has a net.
Pat straps the net to the sticks.
The rats ran in the trap.
The rats trip the trap.
Pip spits and hisses at the rats.

The ants nip in the net...

I can read.